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QUESTION 1

Which of the following statements about the @Autowired annotation is NOT true? (select one) 

A. The default behavior is that if a dependency cannot be satisfied with @Autowired, the ApplicationContext will throw a
RuntimeException 

B. @Autowired is a Spring-specific annotation 

C. Multiple arguments can be injected into a single method using @Autowired 

D. It cannot be used to annotate fields, only constructors and methods 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following statements is NOT a characteristic of Spring Security? (select one) 

A. It provides a strict implementation of the Java EE Security specification 

B. Authentication data can be accessed using a variety of different mechanisms, including databases and properties
files 

C. Security can be configured at the method level 

D. Tag libraries are provided for displaying security context information in JSP pages 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

If you annotate one of your classes with @Component, which of the following should you do to have Spring
automatically detect your class and load it as a bean? (Select one or several answers) 

A. Ensure that you specify a valid bean name in the @Component annotation 

B. Ensure that you specify a valid @Scope for the bean 

C. Ensure that you have added in the XML configuration 

D. Ensure that is specified in the XML configuration 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Spring puts each bean instance in a scope. The default scope is (select one) 
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A. singleton except when using Java Configuration 

B. singleton (no matter which Dependency Injection style has been used) 

C. prototype 

D. request 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Consider the following class: 

public class LegacySingleton { 

private LegacySingleton(){} 

public static LegacySingleton getAServiceInstance() { 

return new LegacySingleton(); 

} 

} 

How can a bean of type LegacySingleton be created (using XML configuration)? (select one) 

A. It is not possible, the constructor must be public 

B. Use the factory-method attribute on the tag 

C. Use the init-method attribute on the tag 

D. Use autowiring 

Correct Answer: B 
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